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Structure of this talk

A. ‘Getting’ digital change
B. Five EDGE ‘Do’ principles p p
C. Three EDGE ‘Choice’ principles
D. Five ExamplesD. Five Examples



Two quasi-paradigms q p g

New Public Management 
(1981 2005) i d d/d i(1981- 2005) is dead/dying 

Digital-era governance isDigital-era governance is 
becoming predominant 
(predicted for 15-20 years) (p y )



Achieving a self-reinforcing cycle of 
Web-era governance processes
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The established nature of bureaucracyThe established nature of bureaucracy

Cl i l W b i b li• Classical Weberian bureaucracy relies on 
formal, written files; treating citizens equally in a 
rule of law way; acting determinately is key hererule of law way; acting determinately is key here 
(even if ineffectively); command and control

• These features still predominate – eg g
Government web sites are full of text and very 
little else
Government procedures stress determinancy• Government procedures stress determinancy 
over effectiveness

• Standardization is achieved though reduction to• Standardization is achieved though reduction to 
codes in databases



DWP current processes for Job Seekers Allowance, 
and how it might be under digital-era governance

Current (NPM) process DEG way

40 minute phone call 
application

Online application for 85% of customers. 
Outreach workers with PDAs or laptops do 
‘one touch’ application visits with hard-to-pp
reach folk, people off the Web, frail elderly 
and severely disabled. Saving: £25 m a year

1 hour face-to-face 10 minute document check job-application1 hour face to face 
document check, basic 
work advice, non-
interactive Job Points

10 minute document check, job application 
Internet café induction, social networking 
mode. Saving here not feasible, extra costs 
£22m a yearinteractive Job Points £22m a year

Benefits Decision 
Centres take 30-40 
minutes to decide

Cut completely – decide at Job Centre with 
better quality staff. Saving: £50 million a year

minutes to decide
Signing on ritual face-to-
face, to enforce 
conditionalities and job

Online sign on for low risk customers, takes 
50% of customers out of Jobcentres: and 
same network copes with 1 5 million newconditionalities and job-

seeking discipline
same network copes with 1.5 million new 
customers by 2010. Saving: £28 m a year



Being prepared for pervasive digitalBeing prepared for pervasive digital

• Digital by default = 80% online transactions 
target now even in DWP, but higher elsewhere

• Eg only 2% of bus fares in London paid in cash, 
compared with 50% elsewhere in the UK – 98% 
partitioned between season tickets, travelcards 
and Oyster cards – so not all fully digital – next 
transition to phones and credit cards – no 
distinct payment products (which are costly to 
administer)



Possible transitions in the concept of 
bureaucracy towards ‘governance’

• Why write everything down? Why stress on 
notes and reduction = standardization?

• Why not record digitally and store a full record? 
Still process and aggregate but not discard p gg g
information?

• Accept probabilistic communication eg not just g j
TV and radio adverts but also social media, 
emails, government Apps, ‘just in time’ 

i ticommunication



B. ‘Do’ principles for EDGEp p



Five ‘Do’ principles for EDGE

1 D li bli i f f i h1: Deliver public services for free in the 
bits world, not at cost in the atoms world

• In Free: The History of A Radical Price, Chris Anderson 
th t i th li / l t i ld i bargues that in the online/electronic world services can be 

genuinely free at scale, but not in the physical provision 
of goods and servicesof goods and services

• Free storage and universal high speed broadband 
communication should change government as well ascommunication should change government as well as 
private services

• Yet online remains marginal in current public services –g p
not integral, inherent, essential



‘Do’ principles

2: Use already-existing digital 
information

• If business and civil society organizations already 
produce information in digital form, government should 
tap into and use that – including using video, images and 
audio, not just text

• In the digital era special purpose government ‘detectors’• In the digital-era, special-purpose government detectors  
and ‘effectors’ to generate information or accomplish 
actions should be absolutely minimized

• Why is existing digital information unreliable or 
unacceptable? Unless there is a compelling rationale, 
government systems duplicating information generatinggovernment systems duplicating information generating 
processes are unacceptable



‘Do’ principles

3: Across the government sector, plan/ 
procure/ provide services once

• ‘Once’ means: 
‘not many times, not even twice’ 

• So this will often imply services that are planned, 
d id d h i l iprocured or provided at the maximum scale – i.e. 

national level, or European level for the UK
• Local planning/procuring/provision is needed only for• Local planning/procuring/provision is needed only for 

physical service, non-online, non-bits elements
• The UK should follow large corporations into ‘intelligent g p g

centre/ devolved delivery’ organization architectures



‘Do’ principles

4: Grow scalable services in competition 
(potentially doubling government productivity growth)

• Don’t digitally re-package existing offeringsDon t digitally re package existing offerings
• Let essentially-digital services displace essentially-

physical-provision services in transitions via (partly 
ll d) i icontrolled) competition 

• In all private sector industries, across almost all periods, 
half of all productivity growth occurs as a result ofhalf of all productivity growth occurs as a result of 
production transferring from unproductive to more 
productive and efficient producers. We need to 
institutionalize the same processes within the 
government sector



‘Do’ principles

5: Embrace “Timestream” forms of digital

• Static, cross-sectional websites (with complex 
and costly CMSs or outsourced websites) reflectand costly CMSs or outsourced websites) reflect 
past bureaucratic processes Very few blogs 
although blogs are applicable to around 90% ofalthough blogs are applicable to around 90% of 
government needs. Little Facebook or Twitter 
yet, although begun. Few rich media.yet, although begun. Few rich media.

• Government should fully incorporate how 
citizens who are ‘digital natives’ workcitizens who are digital natives  work

• And accept the importance of narrative



C. Choice principles for EDGEp p



‘Choice’ principles

6 V l lit f t6: Value equality of outcomes over 
process

• What matters is getting things done, not getting things 
implemented in a certain modeimplemented in a certain mode

• Be flexible and use multiple approaches, each of which 
is probabilistic not deterministic – maybe there are no s p obab s c o de e s c aybe e e a e o
deterministic tools for complex tasks?

• Value equality still, but not legal/process equality, but 
th lit i d lt lit f lfrather equality in end results, equality of welfare

• People who can do things for themselves should do so, 
and can be made to do so in an era of resource scarcityand can be made to do so in an era of resource scarcity

• So abandon ‘Choose your own channel’ for ‘Use the 
socially optimal channel’  y p



‘Choice’ principles

7: Choose genuinely robust approaches

• NPM creates a state that is fragile not agile – push it and 
it breaks

• EDGE aims for 
– Agile = do things in real time, always
– Eg replace external top-tier regulation (like Francis report on 

East Staffordshire hospital) with instant customer testimonials 
• Sustainability – has to evolve over long termSustainability has to evolve over long term
• Depth – has to tackle key problems, not just entrenched 

solutions reiterating, or tackling only do-able problems



‘Choice’ principles

8 P id f l i ht d l d8: Provide formal rights, and real redress, 
not just administrative protections

• ‘Bad leaders’ problem with government information 
systems – recognize frankly IS difficulties onsystems recognize frankly IS difficulties on
– Size limits’
– Privacy/confidentiality violationsacy/co de t a ty o at o s

• Administrative or technical protections will not be enough
• Government ‘customers’ and citizens need explicitly ICT p y

rights to privacy and minimum information collection
• Rights breed confidence and willingness to change, 

while non right breed counter productive digitalwhile non-right breed counter-productive digital 
resistances



D. Five Current Examplesp



Five examples
A: Digital-era regulation

• In 2007 HEFCE regulated UK universities’ research 
performance by physically assembling 200,000 books 
and articles in a Bristol warehouse and organizing 25and articles in a Bristol warehouse, and organizing 25 
panels with hundreds of academics to ‘eyeball’ them and 
reach an assessment of every university department. y y p
Now it’s set to do it all again in the 2014 REF (Research 
Excellence) exercise

• Yet using the free Harzing/Google Scholar system we 
could (today) comprehensively count citations for every 
b k d j l ti l W ld d l tbook and journal article. We could produce a complete 
academic census, at a fraction of the REF’s cost and 
generating far more reliable and useful informationgenerating far more reliable and useful information



Five examples
B: Digital-era income taxation

• In Sweden, all salary payments are auto-communicated 
also to the tax agency – so that in April the tax agency 
can send a complete tax account via email whichcan send a complete tax account via email, which 
individuals can accept via text message

• In the UK employers notify individuals of tax deductedIn the UK employers notify individuals of tax deducted 
using digital systems every month, but then only send a 
collated special report form up to 18 months later to 
HMRC – why not use existing information, in real time?

• A radical alternative architecture would integrate all tax 
deductions and benefits additions via intercepting and 
amending bank transfers



Five examples
C: Digital-era services - libraries

• England has 110 library authorities, procuring as 75 ‘coalitions’, g y p g
presiding over a dated service where book borrowing has plunged 
38 per cent in six years, book stocks are very old and odd, new 
acquisitions are funded mainly by fines and charges, 80% of book 
stocks are identical, and 450 libraries are threatened with closure 
already

• A digital public library could be nationally run, exploit economies of g p y y p
scale, procure ebooks from suppliers at a small fraction of current 
cost, let citizens choose library ‘stocks’, automate borrowing, 
remove any need for fines, and ‘dis-intermediate’ the procurement-
choice role of librarians

• Local libraries perform multiple functions, accreted over the years, 
many valuable – but such services should be organized directly in 
optimal ways, not linked to a physical books model of dwindling 
relevance



Five examples
D: Digital-era services - healthcare

• A substantial core of current health provision is physical and p p y
personal, requiring direct professional intermediation

• But by 2020 we could still radically cut demand for primary and 
outpatient care appointments and visits byp pp y
– digitally-based screening technologies, to spot who is becoming 

ill
– fully digital pervasive monitoring of recognized ‘patients’– fully digital, pervasive monitoring of recognized patients
– e-health automatic and remotely controllable treatment regimes
– social-media based care systems integrating family and 

f i lprofessional care 
– sophisticated ‘nudge’-based behavioural interventions to help 

people take effective action to improve their health and cut risk-
factors

• So far, more than 8,600 e-health ‘pilots’ have been reported and 
professionally published, of which only a handful have ever been 
mainstreamed, mainly for professional opposition or administrative 
reasons



Five examples 
E Di it l d i i t tiE: Digital-era administration processes

E i ti d i i t ti d t ti• Existing administrative documentation processes are 
nineteenth century in conception and operation – e.g. 
many social security and legal interview-in-person y y g p
processes, reliance on signatures, paper-based final 
documentation of even phone-based services
Di it l d t ti h ld• Digital-era documentation processes should 
– Record everything in the most convenient form – e.g. 

videoing/recording interviews and certifying records –videoing/recording interviews and certifying records –
given that storage is effectively free

– Use pervasive video-conferencing/ interviewing/ p g g
remote advice facilities, already available to ordinary 
citizens free via Skype, but nowhere used in public 
servicesservices  



Thank you for listening


